Retrospective Document  
Sprint-2

Work & Test Progress

List the milestones planned for this sprint along with their completion percentages.  
(Please do not list the details of workpackages/tasks.)

IM3 - ImageCore - %100
IM4: Sprint 2 - System CORE - %90

List the tests finalized as part of the milestones planned for this sprint.

TM1: Autopatch (related with IM4) - %100
TM2: User GUI - Machine Learning Integration (related with IM4) - %100
TM3: Image Testing with Varying Machine Learning Variables (related with IM3) - %100
TM4: Automatic Tester for all test cases (related with IM3) - %100
TM5: Server and GUIs Integration (related with IM4) - %100
TM6: Operator GUI Testing (related with IM4) - %90

Team Progress

List the team members along with their contribution percentages.
Sevim Begüm Sözer - %25
Öykü Özlem Çakal - %25
Sinan Sarıoğlu - %25
Mert Ünsal - %25

Left-overs (Backlog)

List the milestone(s) that could not be 100% completed in this sprint. Give your reasons for the incomplete milestone(s).

IM4 : Sprint 2 – System CORE
-The operator GUI and machine learning part integration is not completed because of the other courses intensity.
-We have problems in Model files creation in the operator GUI part.

Next Sprint

List the milestone(s) that will be targeted in the next sprint.

IM5: Sprint 3 - Voice Command Support
IM6: Sprint 3 - OCR
IM7: Sprint 3 - Machine Learning Improvement
IM8: Sprint 3 - GUI Improvements
Comments

Your comments (if any) regarding to this completed sprint.

Assistant’s Evaluation

Assistant’s (Team Leader’s) comments regarding to this completed sprint.

Supervisors’s Evaluation

Supervisor’s (Team Leader’s) comments regarding to this completed sprint.